Submit abstract by March 4th
rurs.rice.edu

Await mentor approval

Prepare poster/oral presentation
CWOVC Workshops in March

Present at RURS on April 13
Purpose of Abstract

• Introduction to your project
  – Audience of judges, visitors, students
  – Evaluation tool for special prize judging

• Record of your project
  – Print publication available at symposium
  – Online publication
What You Need to SAY in 200 Words

Title

• Reason for Writing: Why does it matter?
• Problem: What are you trying to solve?
• Methodology: How are you approaching the problem?
• Results: What have you discovered?
• Implications: What is the impact?
Style

- Use accessible language
- Employ straightforward sentence structures
- Speak to the special prize criteria
- Proofread for grammar, spelling, and punctuation errors
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Thank you.